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ABSTRACT 
The notion of Fed-linked fields is defined. The possibilities of the field-invariant functions B,G 
are studied for formally real linked fields F, for Fed-linked fields F and for formally real fields F 
satisfying B3. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A field F is linked iff the classes of quaternion algebras over F form a sub- 
group of the Brauer group of F. Linked fields are studied in [3, 5, 61. The 
purpose of this paper is to determine possible field invariants of formally real 
linked fields, see theorem 6.12. In order to generalise the theory, we define in 
5.2 the notion of Fed-linked fields. These fields are the analogue of linked fields 
in the theory of quadratic forms in Fed (F) - Fed (F) consisting of the quadratic 
forms q= q+ I - q- with q+ , q- totally positive. For any field F, the Hasse- 
invariant C(F) has been defined in [5] 4.2 as C(F) + 1 =min (n E N la11 totally 
indefinite forms in m 2 n variables are isotropic}. The analogue of C(F) in 
Fed (F) is zid(F), and ad(F) = 0 or Cd(F) is the supremum of the possible 
dimensions of anisotropic quadratic forms q= q+ I -q_ with q+, q_ totally 
positive and dim q+, dim q_ 2 1. We prove that Fed-linked fields F have 
Cd(F)5 8, see theorem 5.10. This proof uses ideas of [6]. It also leads to an 
elementary proof of the well-known fact that ti(F)r 8 for linked fields F of 
characteristic f2, see [5] 4.7; this proof is the aim of section 4. The methods 
used for Fed-linked fields also can be applied for fields satisfying B,. The 
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notion of a field satisfying B,, has been introduced in [4] section 5. F is B3 
means that D((w,, w2)) =.X(F) for all wl, w2eZ(F) -Z(F) denoting the set of 
all totally positive elements of F. In section 2 we study formally real fields F 
satisfying B,. One property of these fields is very important and this leads to 
the definition of B-fields, see 2.8. In section 3 we describe the possible functions 
/3F for some formally real fields F satisfying B,, though we don’t investigate 
whether those functions pF actually exist. 
Here i+B,(I’) is the supremum of all possible dimensions of anisotropic 
quadratic forms q z q+ I - q_ with q+ , q_ totally positive and dim q+ = i. In 
addition, we use the invariants: 
(a) I(F)=inf {n~tN(If q:F” -+F is totally positive then D(q) =Z(F)}, 
inf 0=00; 
(b) if f(F) < 00 then N(F) = min {i + pF(I’) 115 is I(F)}; 
(c) ud(F)=sup {dim qlqzq+ I -q_ with q+,q_ totally positive of the 
same dimension and q anisotropic}. 
These invariants have been defined in [7] section 2, the invariant j(F) also has 
been defined in [l]. 
Finally we use the invariant C(F) which is defined for l(F) < 00 as C(F) = 
=min {mEN[if wEZ(F)andq:Fm+l +F is a totally positive quadratic form 
then qr (a) (( w)) I q1 for some a E P and for some quadratic form ql}, see 
[8] section 2. 
Throughout this paper all fields are formally real except in 2.5 and in section 
4. We follow the notations of [7, 8, lo]. 
The author likes to thank E.R. Gentile for the interesting discussions about 
linked fields during his stay at Utrecht University. 
2. THE CONDITION B3 
In this section we study properties of the function /3F for any formally real 
field F satisfying B, . 
We refer to [8] theorem 3.11 for the following description of BF: 
F is a formally real field and 25 I(F)< m. There exist a number a(F) E N, 
a(F)r 1, and a strictly monotonic increasing mapping CY~: [l, a(F)] + 
+[l,I(F)- l] such that: 
B&l;{y(a(F)) = f(F) - 1 for j E [l,w( 1)1, 
,...,a(F)-1) thenj?,(j)=c+(a(F)-i) forjE[aF(i)+l,c+(i+l)], 
P,&) = 0 for j > a,(a(F)) = l(F) - 1. 
2. I. DEFINITIONS 
(1) Suppose that 25f(F) c 03, let oF determine /3F as described above. 
We say that BF= [c+(l), . . ..c+(a(F))]. 
(2) If I(F) = 1 then we say that BF= [0], 
(3) If 2 I 1(F) < 03 and 11jl f(F) - 1 then B&) =j + /?&). 
2.2. 
F is formally real and 2 I l(F) c m. 
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(i) BF(oF(I’)) = +(i) + o&(F) + 1 - i) = B,(aF(a(F) + 1 - i)) for 1 I ir a(F), 
(ii) BF( 1) = 1 + c+&(F)) = I(F) and if a(F) 12 then B,(a,(i) + 1) = a&) + 
+ o&(F) - i) + 1 = B,(cr&(F) - i) + 1) for 1 I i5 a(F) - 1, 
(iii) If Cd(F) = B,(j) then j E {c+(l), . . . , a&(F))}, 
(iv) If N(F) #I(F) then a(F)?2 and N(F) =B,(a,(i) + 1) for some in 
E[1,40-11, 
(v) Let 1 ~jl I(F) - 1 then &(j) =j iff j E {o+(l), . . . , a&-(F))}, 
(vi) If Cd(F) = B,(j) for some j E [ 1, I(F) - l] then &j) = j, 
(vii) Cd(F) <21(F) - 2. 
We now give two results about Pfister forms, valid for any formally real field 
F. We use the following characterisation of Z2(F), compare [lo] II 2.2: if q is 
a quadratic form over F and Q is the class of q in W(F) then we have that 
q E Z2(F) iff q : F2d+F and det q = ( - l)d&‘2. 
2.3. 
F is formally real, n~lN, nzl, @=((xi ,..., x,)) for some xi ,..., x,E~, QE 
EFed (F). Then we have that ~s((ai,...,a,>> for some ai,...,a,~Z(F)u - 
-C(F). If n22 then we can choose al, . . ..a._, EJC(F). 
PROOF. Q = ( 1) I Q’, and since Q, ( 1) E Fed (F) we have that Q’E Fed (F), see 
[8] 2.12. There exists cED(e’)n(Z(F)U -z(F)). If CE -X(F) then use [9] 4.3. 
The proof of this lemma also applies for CEL’(F). 
2.4. 
F is formally real. Suppose that q E Z2(F) and q E Fed (F). Then we have that: 
qlr(l,-l)G ; (ai)$7;IS(l,-l) 
i=l 
for some r, s, j E N, ai E J?(F) U -z(F), and with pi some 2-fold Pfister form in 
Fed (F) for all in { 1, . . . . j}. 
PROOF. Let q : F2d+F with det q = (- l)dp2 be given. We will give the proof 
by induction with respect to d. If d= 0 then choose r= 3, j = 1, al = 1, p1 = 
=((l, -l)), s=l. 
If d=l then q=(l, -I), choose r=2, j, a,, pl, s as above. Suppose that 
dr2. Since qEFed (F), q= (w,, . . . . W2d) for some wI, . . . . W2dEZ(F)U -L?(F). 
Denoting u = wi w2 w3 we have that: 
q1 (1, -l>r(w,>((w,w,,w,W3)) 1 (W&***,W2& -0). 
Now (w, ,..., wzd, -u> EZ~(F). 
2.6 is a generalisation of 2.5, and 2.5 is well-known (see [2], the proof of 
theorem H). In 2.5, Z:(F) denotes the torsion part of Z3(F). 
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2.5. 
F is any field of characteristic # 2, Z:(F) = 0 and q E Z*(F). 
(i) If D(q) niT(F) # 0 then z(F) c D(q), 
(ii) If D(q)fl -E(F)20 then -,Y(F)eD(q). 
2.6. LEMMA 
F satisfies B,. Let q E Fed (F) and q E Z*(F). 
(i) If D(q)fLX(F)#0 then iT(F)cD(q), 
(ii) If D(q) fl --C(F) # 0 then -i?(F) c D(q). 
PROOF 
(i) Applying 2.3 and 2.4 we have that: 
qlr(l,-l)G ; (ai)~j_LS(l,-l) 
i-1 
for some r, S, j~tM, piG((bi,ci)) with aivbi,ciEZ(F)U -E(F). Choose 
w E L?(F). Since F satisfies B3, (( bi, Ci, - w)) is isotropic and ( W>P~S Cpi for 
all i~{l,..., j}. Since also (w)(l, -l)z(l, -1) we have that (w)q I 
I r( 1, - l)=q J_ r(1, - 1). Now Witt’s Cancellation Theorem [lo] I 4.2 
proves that q z ( w)q. Since D(q) KC(F) # 0, we can choose w E D(q). This 
proves that 1 E D(q) and i?(F) C_ D(q). 
(ii) Replace q by -4. 
2.7. THEOREM 
F satisfies B3, 2 I l(F) c 03 and j E [l, 1(F) - 11. Then we have that: 
(i) If OF(j) odd thenj+/?&)$4iZ+3, 
(ii) If pF(j) even then j+&(j) $42 + 1. 
PROOF. Since I(F) < 00 and Jo [l, 1(F) - 11, we have that pF(j) 2 1. There 
exists an anisotropic form q=q+ I -q_ with q+, q_ totally positive, 
dim q+ =j and dim q- =/SF(j). If p&j) even then det q = dp* for some 
dcYC(F). If pF(j) odd then det q= -dF* for some dEiC(F). [8] theorem 4.3 
proves that qz (d) I q1 for some q, E Fed (F). In the following two situations 
we know that 4, EZ*(F): 
(a) dim qE42+3 and p&j) odd, 
(b) dim q E 42 + 1 and /3&j) even. 
Suppose that (a) or (b) holds. Since D(q,) n -L?(F) # 0, we have that -,X(F) c 
C-D(q,), see 2.6. This implies that q is isotropic. This contradiction proves 
(i) and (ii). 
The conditions (i) and (ii) of theorem 2.7 lead to interesting properties of 
flF. That is why we give the following definition: 
2.8. DEFINITION 
A field F is a B-field iff F is formally real, 2 I I(F) < 00 and F satisfies: 
(i) IfjE[l,I(F)-l] and B,&j) odd thenj+P&j)@42+3, 
(ii) If jE[l,I(F)- l] and /3&j) even then j+&Jj)@4Z+ 1. 
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2.9. 
F is formally real and 2 I 1(F) c 00. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) F is a B-field, 
(ii) Ifj~[l,I(F)-1]andjoddthenj+~F(j)~4Z+1 andifjE[l,I(F)-l]and 
j even thenj+&(j)$42+3, 
(iii) Let je [l,/(F)- 11. Then: 
j + pF(j) E 42 + 1 iff j even and &(j) odd, 
(iv) Let jc [l,/(F)- 11. Then: 
j + /3&) E 42 + 3 iff j odd and &(j) even. 
2.10. THEOREM 
F is a B-field. Then we have that: 
(i) I(F)@442+ 1, 
(ii) If 15.j I I(F) - 1 and &j) =j then j + j.I&) E 22, 
(iii) B&c+@)) E 22 for all i E { 1, . . . , a(F)}, 
(iv) d(F) E 22, 
(v) a(F) odd and &(+ud(F)) = jud(F), 
(vi) lsa,(1)13 and l~a&i+l)-c+(i)53 for all i~[l,a(F)-11. 
PROOF 
(i) I(F)= 1 +pF(l) so I(F) odd iff I(F)~42+3, 
(ii) j + P&) = PAA + MW)), 
(iii) and (iv) See 2.2, 
(v) If a(F) even then /3&u&F)+ l)=+ud(F), see [8] 4.1. Now id(F)+ 1 + 
+ &(+ud(F) + 1) = d(F) + 1 E 2Z + 1. This contradicts the condition that 
F is a B-field. 
(vi) If a,(l)24 then B,(l)+i=B,(l+i) for lli13. So B,(3)=B,(1)+2 and 
B,(4)= B,(2)+2. Moreover, B,(l) odd or B,(2) odd. So F is not a 
B-field. The rest of the proof is analogeously. 
If F is a formally real field with 2 I l(F) < 03 and if F satisfies B, then F is a 
B-field and consequently, F has the properties of 2.10. For example, any 
formally real field F with Z:(F) = (0) satisfies B,. It has been proved in [l] 
lemma 4.11 that 2 5 I(F) < 03 and Z:(F) = (0) imply 1(F) $472 + 1. 
2.11. THEOREM 
F is any formally real field. Then &Z(F) d ( 1,3,5,7}. 
PROOF. If Cd(F) I 7 then F satisfies B, and I(F) I 7. If I(F) = 1 then Cd(F) = 0, 
see [7] 2.12. If I(F)22 then F is a B-field and M(F) is even, see 2.10. 
2.12. LEMMA 
F is a B-field. 
(i) If a(F) 2 2, 1 I is a(F) - 1 and a&+ 1) # aF(i) + 1 then we have that: 
a&+ 1) odd iff BF(aF(i+ 1))~42+2, 
adi + 1) even iff B,(a&i + 1)) E 4H. 
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(ii) If c+(l) = 1 then I(F) E 22. 
If a,(l)=2 then B,(2)~42 and I(F)~42+3. 
If c+(l) = 3 then B,(3) E 42 + 2 and l(F) E 42. 
PROOF 
(i) B&a&+ l)- l)=B&a&+ l))- 1 E22+ 1. a&+ 1) odd iff a&+ I)- 1 
even iff BF(a&+ l)- 1)~42+ 1 iff B&a,&+ 1))~42+2. 
(ii) If ~(1) = 1 then 1(F) =BF(aF(l)) E 22. If c+(l) = 2 then I(F) = BF(aF(l) - 
- 1) = B,(a,(l)) 1 E 22 + 1 - so 1(F) E 42 + 3 and B,(2) E 42. If aF(l) = 3 
then 1(F) + 1 = B,(2) = B&c+( 1)) - 1 E 22 + 1 so B,(2) odd and B,(2) E 
E 42 + 1. This implies that f(F) E 42 and B,(c+(l)) E 42 + 2. 
2.13. COROLLARY 
F is a B-field. 
(i) If a(F)12, llila(F)-1 and a,(i)+l#cr,(i+l) then: a,(i+l)- 
- a&(F) - i) = 0 mod (4), 
(ii) If aF(l)# 1 then aF(l) - a,(a(F))=O mod (4). 
PROOF 
(i) a&(F) - i) - a&i + 1) = B,(a& + 1)) - 2a& + 1) and aF(i + 1) odd iff 
2a,(i+ 1)=2 mod (4). Use lemma 2.12(i). 
(ii) a&(F)) - aF( 1) = B,(a,( 1)) - 2aF( l), use 2.12(ii). 
2.14. THEOREM 
Suppose that F is formally real and 2 I f(F) < 03. Then: F is a B-field iff a(F), 
aF satisfy the following conditions: 
(i) 11aF(1)53 and a&i)+1raF(i+1)saF(i)+3 for all i~[l,a(F)-11, 
(ii) a&z(F) + 1 - i) = a&) mod (2) for all i E [ 1, a(F)], 
(iii) If a(F)~2, llila(F)-1 and a,(i+l)#aF(i)+l then a&i+l)= 
= a&(F) - i) mod (4), 
(iv) If aAl) # 1 then aF(l) = a&(F)) mod (4). 
PROOF 
+: See 2.10 and 2.13. 
+ : Let j E [ 1, I(F) - 11, then (i) and (ii) prove that B,(j) odd iff j satisfies one 
of the following conditions: 
(a) j=aF(l)- 1 and aF(l)> 1, 
(b) j=a,(i+ l)- 1 and a,(i+ l)>a&i)+ 1. 
(a) If a& 1) = 2 then BF( 1) = B&a& 1) - 1) = B,(aF( 1)) - 1 = a&(F)) - aF( 1) + 
+ 2a,(l) - 1~ 3 mod (4). 
If aF(l) = 3 then B,(2) = a&(F)) - aF(l) + 2aF(1) - 1~ 1 mod (4). 
(b) BF(aF(i+ l)- l)=BF(aF(i+ l))- 1 =aF(a(F)-i)-a&i+ l)+2aF(i+ l)- 
- 1 = 2aF(i + 1) - 1 mod (4). 
So B,(a,(i+ 1) - 1) ~42+ 3 iff aF(i+ 1) even iff a&+ 1) - 1 odd. 
This proves that F is a B-field. 
We give some properties of flF for any B-field F. 
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2.15. 
F is a B-field with a(F)r2, 1 Visa - 1. Then: BF(aF(i+ 1)) =BF(aF(i)) iff 
a~(i + 1) - (r&i) = a,(a(F) + 1 - i) - ada - i) = N with NE (1,2). 
PROOF. It is obvious that BF(a& + 1)) = B,(a,(i)) iff ap(i+ 1) - aF(i) = 
= a&a(F) + 1 - i) - a&(F) - i). Suppose that BIL(a&i + 1)) = B&a,(i)) and 
aF(i + 1) - a&) > 1. Then 2.12 proves: a&i + 1) odd iff B,(a,(i + 1)) E 42 + 2 iff 
B&a#) E 42 + 2 iff aF(i) odd. So aF(i+ 1) - aF(i) E 22. Since 1 <a&i + 1) - 
-a,(i)53, see 2.10, we have that aF(i+ 1)-a&)=2. 
2.16. COROLLARY 
F is a B-field, a(F)?2 and 1 I isa - 1. 
Then we have that: 
(i) If aF(i+l)=aF(i)+l then cl,(a(F)+l-i)-a,(a(F)-i)E{1,3}, 
(ii) a& + 1) = cyF(i) + 2 iff aF(a(F) + 1 - i) = cr,(a(F) - i) + 2, 
(iii) If a& + 1) = a&i) + 3 then a,(a(F) + 1 - i) = aF(a(F) - i) + 1. 
PROOF. B&a& + 1)) = aF(i + 1) + a&(F) - i) E 22 so a&i + 1) = a,(@) - i) 
mod (2). Analogeously, aF(i)= aF(a(F) + 1 -i) mod (2). This implies that 
a,(i+ I)-a,(i)=a&(F)+ 1 -i)-a&(F)-i) mod (2). 
(i) and (ii): use that 1 I aF(i+ 1) - aF(i) I 3. 
(iii): see 2.15. 
2.17. 
F is a B-field, a(F) z 2 and 1 I is a(F) - 1. 
(i) If a&-t 1) - aF(i) = aF(a(F) + 1 - i) - a&(F) - i) = 1 then a&(F) - 
-i+l)-aF(i)=aF(a(F)-i)-aF(i+1)+2, 
(ii) If a&i+ 1) - aF(i) # 1 or a&(F) + 1 - i) - a,@(F) - i) # 1 then a&(F) - 
-i)-a,(i+ l)=O mod (4) and a&(F)+ 1 -i)-a,(i)=0 mod (4). 
PROOF 
(ii) Apply 2.13, 2.14 and 2.16. 
We will use the invariants N(F) and C(F). If I(F)< 00 then C(F)rN(F)r 
II(F), see 181 2.4. We start with a lemma, valid for arbitrary formally real 
fields. X(F) denotes the set of orderings of F. If > EX(F) and q: F”-+F is a 
quadratic form then o,(q) is the signature of q. 
2.18. LEMMA 
F is formally real. Suppose that 2 I I(F) < 03, so 2 5 C(F) < 00. Let q G q + I 
I -q_ with q+, q_ totally positive, dim q+ = n> C(F), dim q- = 1. Let 
WEE(F) be given. Then we have that: 
q is isotropic or q= (a)(( IV>> I q1 for some a E-Z(F), q1 Gq1, + I - 41, _ 
with ql, +, ql, _ totally positive, dim ql, _ = 1. 
PROOF [8] 2.6 proves that 25 C(F) < 00. If q not isotropic then qz 
z (a>(( w)) I q, for some a~&‘and some quadratic form ql, see [S] 2.5. Let 
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> E X(F) and a < 0 then o, (q) # n - 1 and this contradicts the assumptions. So 
aEz(F), (a><w>> E Fed (F) and [8] 2.12 proves that q1 E Fed (F). 
2.19. THEOREM 
Tf F caticfim R. and 211(F)< 00 then CfFl F 27. 
PROOF. 211(F)< 03 implies that 21 C(F) II(F), see [8] 2.6. Suppose that 
C(F) % 2n + 1 for some n L 1. We will prove that C(F) I 2n: Let q : F2”+ ’ +F 
be any totally positive quadratic form and let w E z(F). Denote det q = dp2 so 
dEE(F), E=(- 1)” and @=q I (Edw). 
(i) Suppose that Q is anisotropic over F. Since C(F) I 2n + 1, we have that 
ea(a)((w)) ~~,forsomea~Z(F),~,~Fed(F) - see2.18ife= -1 and 
see the definition of C(F) if E = + 1. Now er : F2”-+F and det el = sp2 = 
= (- l)“&“, so 0, E Z2(F). 
Since nz 1 we have that E(F)flD(~~)20. So if E= 1 then L’(F)~D(Q~), 
see 2.6, and er = (cdw) I e2 for some totally positive form e2. If E = - 1 
then o(~r)fl -iT(F)#O and -.X(F)~D(Q~), so el=:(.zdw) I e2 for some 
totally positive form e2. Witt’s Cancellation Theorem proves that q= 
= (a><(w)> 1 e2. 
(ii) Suppose that Q is isotropic. Then e= - 1, n odd and qr (dw) I q, for 
some q,z(a, ,..., aZn) with aI ,..., a2nEiT(F). Let q2=(-wal,a2 ,..., a2,,) 
then q2Ef2(F) and (dw) J_ q2 is isotropic. So q@F(1/-w) is isotropic. 
2.20. 
F satisfies B, and 3 I l(F) < 00. 
(1) Suppose that j = 1 or j = 2, /Q(j) L 3 and B,(j) odd. Then C(F) = B,(j) - 1. 
(2) If B,(~)E~Z then C(F)=B,(l). 
PROOF. je [I, l(F) - I] so B&j) L 1. There exists an anisotropic form q= 
=q+ I -q_ with q+,q_ totally positive, dim q+ =/IF(j), dim q_ =j. Denote 
det q = (- l)jdp2, so d E z(F). We can write q= ( -d) I q1 for some q1 E 
~Fed (F), see [8] theorem 4.3. 
(1) Suppose that j= 1 or j =2, B,(j) E 2H + 1 and ,&(j)> 3. We have that 
q1 =ql, + I - ql, _ with ql, +, ql, _ totally positive, dim ql, _ E (0, l}, 
dimq,,+=p&). If C(F)<B&j)-1 then ql=(a)((l)) 1q2 for some 
a E i?(F), q2 E Fed (F), det q2 = ( - l)j’ ‘P2. Now q2 is a form in B&j) - 3 
variables. If j= 1 then B&) ~42+ 3 (see 2.7) and & eZ2(F). Analo- 
geously, if j = 2 then B,(j) E 42 + 1 and q2 E Z2(F). Since pF( j) 2 3, i?(F) fI 
fTD(q,)#O, so z(F) c D(q2), see 2.6. This implies that q is isotropic. This 
contradiction proves that C(F)? B,(j) - 1. We also have that C(F)< 
rN(F)s BF(j), see [8] 2.4, and theorem 2.19 easily asserts that C(F) = 
=BF(j)- 1. 
(2) Choose q, d as above with j= 1. If l(F) = BF(l) =4n for some n? 1 and 
C(F)<f(F) then q= (a><(d)) J_ q1 for some aeE(F), q1 : F4n-2+F, 
q1 E Fed (F). Now det q1 = - P2, so Q, E Z2(F). Lemma 2.6 proves that q is 
isotropic. So this contradiction asserts that C(F) = Z(F). 
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2.21. COROLLARY 
F satisfies B3 and 2 I l(F) < 03. 
(i) If I(F) E 42 + 2 then C(F) E {f(F) - 2, I(F)}, 
(ii) If l(F) E 42 + 3 then C(F) = l(F) - 1, 
(iii) If l(F) E 4H then C(F) = l(F). 
PROOF. [8] lemma 2.6 proves: C(F) =2 iff 21/(F)< 3 and l(F) =4 implies 
C(F) = I(F) = N(F). So the statement holds for any formally real field F with 
2 5 I(F) I 4. Since F satisfies B3, we have that I(F) 5 C(F) + 2, see [8] theorem 
2.16. This implies that l(F) - 21 C(F)rN(F)sI(F). Finally, C(F) is even, see 
2.19. This proves (i) and 2.20 proves (ii) and (iii). 
2.22. 
F satisfies B3, 25I(F)co3 andjE[l,I(F)- 11. 
(i) If I(F) E 42 + 2 then B&) L I(F) - 2, 
(ii) If I(F) E 42 + 3 then B&) 2 l(F) - 1, 
(iii) If I(F) E 4E then BF(j) 2 t’(F), 
(iv) If bF(2) odd and pF(2)z 3 then I(F) 14, B,(2) E 42 + 1 and B&j) 2 
rB,(2)- 1. 
We investigate formally real fields F with Z,?(F) = (0). Those fields satisfy the 
condition B3. 
2.23. 
F is formally real, Z:(F) = (0), 2 I l(F) < 00 andjE[l,I(F)-11. IfpF(j)z3 and 
B,(j) = 2n + 1 for some n 2 2 then C(F) = 2n. 
PROOF. We use the notations of 2.20. Suppose that C(F)<2n then q1 = 
3 (a) (( 1)) I q2 for some a EF, quadratic form q2 in 2n - 2 variables with 
det q2=( - l)i+l&‘*, see [8] 2.5. Ifj even then BF(j)=4s+ 1 for some s? 1, see 
2.7, so q2d2(F). 
Analogeously, j odd implies that B,(j) = 4s + 3 for some s 11, so Q2 E Z2(F). 
Since PF(j)L3 we have that D(q,)nz(F)#0. Lemma 2.5 proves that q is 
isotropic. This contradiction assures that C(F) = 2n, see 2.19 and [8] 2.4. 
We now study fields F satisfying ED (as defined in [12] section 2) and B,. 
For those fields we have that Z:(F) = (0). 
2.24. LEMMA 
F is formally real, F is B, and F satisfies ED. Suppose that w E .X(F) and that 
q is a totally indefinite form, q= (a>(( w)) I q1 for some asp, 4i EZ~(F). 
Then: q is isotropic. 
PROOF. (a)q is totally indefinite so D((a>q)n -_?Y(F’)#O, see 1121 lemma 
2.1. This implies that D((a>ql)n -LT(F)#it, so 2.5 proves that --Z(F) C 
C D((a)q,) and (a)q and q are isotropic. 
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2.25. 
F is formally real, F is B3 and F satisfies ED, 25 I(F) < co, j E [l, 1(F) - 11. 
Then we have that: 
(i) If j odd and B,(j) = 4n for some n L 1 then C(F) = 4n, 
(ii) If j even and B&) = 4n + 2 for some n r 1 then C(F) = 4n + 2. 
PROOF. We use the notations of 2.20. If C(F) < B,(j) then q= (a) ((d)) I q2, 
dim q2 = I?&) - 2, det q2 = ( - 1)jp2. The conditions assure that q2 E Z2(F), so 
q is isotropic. This contradiction proves that C(F) = B&j). 
3. THE CONDITION B, AND THE FUNCTION bF 
In this section we use the results of section 2 for the calculation of possible 
functions pF for formally real fields F satisfying B3 and one of the conditions 
tid(F) 5 8, 1(F) i 8, d(F) I 6 and I(F) < 00. We use the notation fiF= [, . . . ,], as 
defined in 2.1. 
3.1. THEOREM 
(i) u”d(F) = 0 iff d(F) = 0 iff l(F) = 1 iff pF= [0], 
(ii) M(F) = 2 iff u&F) = 2 and I(F) < 03 iff I(F) = 2 iff P(F) = [ 11, 
(iii) If &i(F)=4 thenPFE{[2],[1,2,3]), 
(iv) l(F) = 3 iff /IF= [2]. 
PROOF. (i) See [7] 2.12. (ii) See [8] 5.2. (iii) and (iv) tid(F) =4 implies that 
f(F) 5 4, we have proved above that cd(F) = 4 implies I(F) 2 3. For 1(F) = 3, see 
[8] 5.3 and for f(F) = 4 see [8] theorem 5.11. 
3.2. COROLLARY 
Suppose that Z(F)< 00. tid(F)14 iff I(F)? 3 iff ud(F)r4. 
3.3. THEOREM 
(i) I(F)=4 iff rBF=[1,2,3] or pF=[3], 
(ii) l(F) = 5 iff /IF= [4]. 
PROOF. See [8] theorem 5.11 and 5.12. 
3.4. THEOREM 
F is a B-field. 
(i) If I(F)=6 then PF~{]l,2,394,51, [L2,519 [1,3,51, V,4,51), 
(ii) If I(F)=7 then /?FEi[2,%4,5,61, L&%61, L461, [2,5,61}, 
(iii) If I(F)=8 then PF~{[1,2,3,4,5,6,7], [1,2,4,6,71, [1,2,5,6,7], 
[3,4,5,6,71, ]3,4,71, [3,5,71, [3,6,71}, 
(iv) If F satisfies B, then /jF# [l, 2,4,6,7]. 
PROOF. a(F) E 22 + 1, see 2.10, and aF(a(F)) = I(F) - 1. 
(i) oF( 1) = 1 since aF( 1) > 1 implies that aF(a(F)) = 5 = a&) mod (4), see 2.10 
and 2.13. If aF(2) = 2 then a&(F) - 1) E { 4,2), see 2.16. This gives [ 1,2,5] 
and [1,2,3,4,5]. If aF(2)=3 then &=[1,3,5], see 2.16. If aF(2)=4 then 
&=[1,4,5], St%?. 2.16. 
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(iii) a&(F)) = 7 so c+(l) odd and c+(l) = 1 or aF(l) = 7 mod (4) hence 
q( 1) = 3. If q(1) = 1 then a&(F)) f Q( 1) mod (4) so ~(2) = 2 and 
Q@(F)-1)=6, see 2.17. This leads to [1,2,3,4,5,6,7], [1,2,3,6,7], 
[1,2,4,6,7], [1,2,5,6,7]. If bF=[1,2,3,6,7] then ud(F)=6 so Fsatisfies 
B3 and C(F) I B,(3) = 6. This contradicts 1(F) = 8, see 2.21. If c+(l) = 3 
then a&(F))=aF(l) mod (4). This gives [3,4,5,6,7], [3,4,7], [3,5,7], 
[3,6,71. 
(iv) If F satisfies B3 then l(F) = 8 implies that C(F) = 8, see 2.21, so j +/l&j) ?I 
?N(F)>C(F)=8 for alljE[1,7]. If pF=[1,2,4,6,7] then 3+@,(3)=7. 
3.5. REMARK 
Since the condition “F satisfies B3” implies that F is a B-field, we have 
described in 3.4 all possible functions pF for fields F satisfying B, with 
l(F) E (6,7,8}. Moreover, 3.1 and 3.3 prove that I(F) 5 4 implies ud(F) 5 6 so 
if I(F) 5 4 then F satisfies B3. If Z(F) = 5 then a&l) = 4> 3, so F is not a B-field, 
and F does not satisfy B3, see 2.10. So we have given in 3.1 and 3.3 (i) all 
functions pF for B-fields F satisfying /(F) I 5. 
3.6. 
If ad(F)=6 thenP+{[3], [1,2,5], [1,3,5], [1,2,3,4,51}. 
PROOF. tid(F) = 6 implies that 4 = cd(F) + 2/2 5 /(F) I tld(F) = 6, see 2.2, so 
f(F)~(4,5,6}. Y oreover, cd(F) = 6 implies that F satisfies B3, so F is a 
B-field. 
3.7. THEOREM 
If cd(F) _( 7 then fiF is one of the functions, described in 3.1 and 3.6. 
PROOF. If cd(F) I 7 then tid(F) E {0,2,4,6}, see 2.11. 
3.8. 
IfFsatisfies B3 and cd(F)=8 thenPFE{[1,4,5], [2,3,4,5,6], [2,3,6], [2,4,6], 
[1,2,3,4,5,6,71}. 
PROOF. cd(F) = 8 implies that 5 = tid(F) + 212 I [(F) I u’d(F) = 8, so I(F) E 
E {5,6,7, S}. Theorem 2.10 proves that 1(F) # 5. 
3.9. 
If ud(F)=4 and f(F)<= then bFe{[2], [1,2,3], [1,2,5]}. 
PROOF. See [8] 5.14. 
3.10. 
If ud(F)=6 and /(F)<w then flFe{[3], [1,3,5], [1,2,3,4,5], [2,3,6]). 
PROOF. If ud(F) = 6 then F is B3 and this implies that f(F)5 C(F) + 21 
(N(F)+ 2_ud(F)+ 3 =9, compare [8] 2.16 and 2.4. Since I(F)b42+ 1, we 
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have that I(F) # 5,9. Moreover, I(F)?N(F)?+ud(F) + 1=4, see [7] 2.14. So 
l(F) E { 4,6,7,8}. 
3.11. 
If F is formally real and Z:(F) = (0) then p,& { [2,5,6], [l, 2,4,6,7], [3,6,7]}. 
PROOF. If Z:(F) = (0) then F satisfies B, and so pF# [1,2,4,6,7], see 3.4. 
If Z:(F) = 0 and PF= [2,5,6] then DF(l) = 6 would imply that C(F) =6 and 
/3&4) = 5 would imply that C(F) = 8, see 2.23. Analogeously, if pF= [3,6,7] 
then /IF(l) =7 and pF(5)=6 prove that Z:(F)#(O), see 2.21 and 2.23. 
3.12. 
If F satisfies B, and F satisfies ED then PF@ { [2,3,4,5,6], [2,5,6], [3,4,5,6,7], 
[%6,71, [1,2,46,71). 
PROOF. Suppose that F satisfies B, and ED. If PFe { [2,3,4,5,6], [2,5,6]} 
then I(F) = 7 so C(F) = 6, see 2.21. But pF(3) = 5 would imply that C(F) = 8, see 
2.25. If fl+ { [3,4,5,6,7], [3,6,7]} then I(F) = 8 so C(F) = 8. But p&4) = 6 
would imply that C(F) = 10, see 2.25. 
4. LINKED FIELDS 
It is well-known that c(F) I 8 for any linked field F of characteristic # 2, see 
[5] theorem 4.7. In this section we give a proof of this statement, only using 
the theory of quadratic forms and not using the Witt ring W(F) of F. In [6], 
E.R. Gentile has given an elementary proof of “u(F) E (0, 1,2,4,8} for linked 
fields F of characteristic 22”. We will use some of the results, proved in [6]. 
In this section, F is any field with characteristic 22. 
4.1. 
The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) F is linked, 
(ii) Every five-dimensional form over F represents its determinant, 
(iii) If q : F6-+F and det q = - P2 then q is isotropic, 
(iv) Any two 2-fold Pfister forms over Fare linked, that is: for any a, b, c, d c P 
there exist x, y, z E P such that ((a, b)) G ((x, y)) and ((c, d )) zz ((x, z )) . 
PROOF. (i)*(ii)++(iv), see [6] section 2; (ii)*(iii) is trivial. 
4.2. 
F is linked. Let q : F”-+F and det q = dp2. Then we have that: 
(i) if n=5 then q=(d) .L (a>((x,y)) for some CZ,X,_Y~~, 
(ii) if n=9 then q=:(d) I (a>((x,y)) _L (b>((z,t)) for some a,b,x,y,z,t~p. 
We may choose x = z. 
PROOF. See [6] corollary to (iii). 
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4.3. 
F is linked. Suppose that al, . . . , a4 EI? Then we have that: 
(i) ((a,, . . . . a4))E((l,al,az,x)) for some x152+, 
(ii) ((al, . . . . a,))E((l,l,l,y)) for someyER 
PROOF. [6] j). 
4.4. 
F is linked. Suppose that x E P and a E Z(F). Then there exists y E &’ such that: 
((l,l,l,x))=((l,x,a,y)). 
PROOF. Use [6] jjj) and j). 
4.5. 
F is linked. Let aI, . . . . a4e6’ and suppose that q=((al,...,a4)) is a torsion 
form. Then q is hyperbolic. 
PROOF. q = (( 1, 1, 1, x)) for some XE p, since q is torsion we have that 
XE -Z(F). So there existsyE&‘such that qs (( 1,x, -x, y)). Hence we have that 
q is hyperbolic. 
4.6. 
F is linked. Then u”(F) I 8. 
PROOF 
(i) Let q: F9+F be a totally indefinite form, denote det q=d&*. We will 
prove that q is isotropic. 4.2 proves that: qs Cd) I (a>((~, y>> I 
I (b)((x,z)) for some a,b,x,y,ze&‘. So q1 (dx)z((x)) {(d) I 
I (a>((y>> I (b)(Cz))}=~(x)) {(dyz) 1 (c>((u,o>>} for SOme c,u,u~p. 
This implies that (c)q I (cdx)= (lx>> { (cdyz> I ((u,u>>}. We now have 
proved that (c)q I (cdx) is a subform of (u, u, x, dcyz >) . Since q is totally 
indefinite, ((u, u, x, cdyz)) is torsion. 4.5 proves that ((u, IJ, x, cdyz)) is 
hyperbolic. 
So -cdyz~D((u,u,x))and((u,o,x))~(-cdyz)((u,o,x))see[lO]X1.7. 
This implies that v((c)q I (cdx))z2 and v(q)? 1 (v(q) denoting the Witt- 
index of q). So q is isotropic. 
(ii) We now have proved that F satisfies H,, so F satisfies H,, for all n 2 9, see 
[2] theorem A. This asserts that C(F) I 8. 
5. FED-LINKED FIELDS 
In this section we translate the theory of “linked fields” in section 4 to the 
situation of a formally real field F and of quadratic forms over F, which are 
elements of Fed (F). 
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5.1. THEOREM 
The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) Let q: F’-+F be a quadratic form, qzq+ I -q_ with q+,q_ totally 
positive, dim q+rl, dim q-21, denote det q=dp2. Then q=(d) I q1 
for some q1 : F4+F, 
(ii) If q:F’-+F, qEFed (F) and det q=dp2. Then q=(d) _L q1 for some 
q1 E Fed (0 
(iii) If q : F6-+F, q E Fed (F) and det q = -P2 then q is isotropic, 
(iv) Suppose wI, . . . . w4 E Z(F), c3, &4 E ( 1, - l} . Then there exist x, y, z E Z(F), 
EE{~, -11 such that: ((w,,w~))G((x,~)) and ((E~w~,E~w~))~((x,Ez)). 
We have that: &=l iff s3=e4=1. 
PROOF. We only give the proof of (iii) iff (iv). 
(iii) + (iv): Define 4=(w1,w,,w,w2, -&3W3, -E4W4, -&3&4W3W4). so 
q :F6-+F, qEFed (F), det q= --P2 and (iii) proves that q is isotropic. Now 
( wi, w2, wr w2) is anisotropic so there exists XEP such that 
XED(Wi, w2, WiW,> n~<E3W3,E4W4,E3E4W3W4). 
Since D( wt, w2, w1 w2) c.Z(F), we have that XEZ(F). [lo] X proposition 1.5 
proves that (( wr, w,)) G ((x, y)) for some y E Z(F). Analogeously, 
((E~w~,E~w~))~((~,u)) for some uEP. 
Since ((E~w~,E~w~)), ((x)) ~Fed (F), we have that (u><(x)> lFed (F), see 181 
lemma 2.12. So we may choose u E.Z(F)U -Z(F). Moreover, u E-Z(F) iff 
&3=&q= 1. 
(iv)-+(iii): Let q= (al, . . . . a6) with aiEZ(F)U -Z(F) for 1 I is 6, and let 
al . . . a6 E - P2. So exactly 1 or 3 or 5 elements of {al, . . . , a6} belong to -Z(F). 
If necessary replacing q by -4, we may assume that al, a2,a3 EL?(F) (and q 
isotropic iff -q isotropic). Denote b=ala2a3 and ,Q = (b)q. So we have that: 
es(a2a3,a,a3,a,a2) I (-u, -0, -w) with u,u,wEZ(F)U -Z(F) and UUWE 
eP2. Hence Q I (1, -l)r((ala2,a1a3)) I (-l)((u,o)). (iv) proves that the 
Witt-index of Q I ( 1, - 1) is at least 2. So Q is isotropic and this implies that 
q is isotropic. 
5.2. DEFINITION 
A field F is said to be Fed-linked if F is formally real and F satisfies the con- 
ditions of 5.1. 
5.3. EXAMPLE 
Let F be formally real and tid(F) I 5. Then F is Fed-linked and Cd(F) E { 0,2,4). 
PROOF. Apply theorem 2.11. 
Let q E Fed (F), then a,(q) is constant for all > E X(F). If a,(q) = c for all 
> EX(F), then we write a,(q)=c. 
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5.4. LEMMA 
F is Fed-linked, q E Fed (F) and det q = dp*. 
(i) If q:F’+F then q=(d) I (a>((x,y)) for some u,y~i?(F)U--Z(F), 
XEZ(F). We can choose: a,ycZ(F) iff a,(q)=5 or a,(q)=3; a~x(F), 
YE -Z(F)iffa,(q)=l ora,(q1;aE -Z(F),yEZ(F)iffa,(q)=-3 
or a,(q)= - 5. 
(ii) If q:F9+F then q=(d) I (a>((x,y)) I (b>((z,t)) for some a,y,b,t~ 
EZ(F) U -Z(F), x, z EZ(F). If a,(q) > 0 for all > E X(F), one also can 
choose a, y E Z(F) and x = z. 
PROOF 
(i) Use 5.1 (ii), [8] lemma 2.12 and 2.3. 
(ii) Let q=((a,, . . ..a9) for some a,, . . ..a9~Z1(F)U -.X(F). Then 
qr(a,... a,> 1 (a>(c-GY)) 1 (&,...,ag)g 
=(d> 1 (u>((x,Y)) I (b)((z,t)) 
for some Q, y, b, t E Z(F) U -Z(F), x, z E Z(F). If cr, (q) > 0 for all > E X(F) 
then we may choose ai,..., a5 E Z(F). So a E Z(F) and y E C(F). Finally, 
since F is Fed-linked we may choose x = z. 
5.5. 
F is Fed-linked. Suppose that wi, . . . , w~EZ(F) and EE{~, -l}. Then we have 
that: 
(i) (( wl, w2, w3, sw4 >> = (( 1, ~1, ~2, b)) for some b E &Z(F), 
(ii) (( wi, w2, w3, sw4 >> z (( 1, w3, &w4, c>> for some c E Z(F). 
5.6. 
F is Fed-linked. Suppose that a,, . . . , a4 EC(F) U -Z(F). Then we have that: 
((a,,a,,a3,a4))~((1,1,1,x)) for some XEZ(F)U -Z(F). 
PROOF. ((al,a2,a3,a4)) z ((wl, w2, w3,&w4)) for some wl, w2, w3, w,EZ(F) and 
EE { 1, - l}, see [9] lemma 4.3. Now apply 5.5 (i) several times. 
5.7. 
F is Fed-linked. Suppose that x E Z(F) U -Z(F) and a E E(F). Then there exists 
y E Z(F) such that: 
PROOF. Let acD(n( 1)) for some n E h\l, nz 1. We give the proof with in- 
duction with respect to n. If n = 1 then choose y = 1. Let NE n\l and suppose that 
the statement holds for all a ED(N( 1)). Let a E D((iV+ l)( 1 >), a = <* + b with 
CE&‘, beD(N(l)). So ~~1,1,1,x))~(~1,x,b,u)) for some ueZ(F). Now 
((l,b))~((r*+b,b))~:(a,b)) so ~~1,1,1,x))~~~x,a,b,u~~ with u,b,u~Z(F). 
Apply 5.5 (i) if xeE(F) and 5.5 (ii) if XE -Z(F). 
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5.8. 
F is Fed-linked. Then F satisfies Bq. 
PROOF. Choose al, . . . , a4 E_Z(F). We will prove that q= ((a,, a2,a3, -a4)) is 
hyperbolic. 5.6 proves that qz (( 1, 1, 1, x)) for some XE -Z(F). Now 5.7 
proves that (( 1, 1, 1, x)) z (( 1, X, -x, y)) for some y cZ(F). So q is hyperbolic. 
5.9. 
F is Fed-linked. Let al, a2, a3 EZ(F)U -Z(F). Then we have that: 
(i) ((al,a2,a3>>~(w>((al,a2,a3>> for all WEW), 
(ii) If ((a,, a2, a3 )) totally indefinite then: 
((al,a2,a3>>~(w>((al,a2,a3>> for all WEW’)U --WI. 
PROOF 
(i) F satisfies B,, so ((al, a2, a3, - w)) is hyperbolic and w E D((al, a2, a3 )). This 
implies that ((al, a2, a3 >> E (w> ((al, a2, a3 >>. 
5.10. THEOREM 
F is Fed-linked. Then Cd(F) I 8. 
PROOF. We have to prove: if q:F9-tF, q’q+ I -q- with q+,q- totally 
positive, dim q+ , dim q_ L 1 then q is isotropic. We only give the proof for 
o,(q)=c with c>O, otherwise replace q by -4: 
Let q be as above, denote det q=dp2. q=(d) I (a>((x,y)) I (b)((x,z)) 
for some a,x,yE_Z(F), 6, ZEZ(F)U -Z(F), see 5.4 (ii). So q I (dx)z 
=Cx>> {(d) I (a><(y)> I (b)((z))}=((x)) {C&z) 1 (c>((u,u>>) for SOme 
UEZ(F), c,uEZ(F)U -Z(F), see 5.4 (i). 
Denote Q, G q I (dx), e2= (dyz) I (c)((u, u)). In the following list we 
calculate the signs of dyz, c and u, applying 5.4 (i): 
o>(q) d o,(b>((x, z>> z dyz a,@1> a,(e2) c u 
7 _ 4 + - 6 3 + + 
5 + 0 - - 6 3 + + 
3 _ 0 - + 2 1 + - 
1 + -4 + + 2 1 + - 
So 5.9 proves that (c)((x, u, 0)) = ( - dyz) ((x, u, u)) . This implies that the Witt- 
index of q I (dx) is at least 2, so q is isotropic. 
5.11. COROLLARY 
If F is Fed-linked then f(F) < 00. 
6. FIELD INVARIANTS OF FED-LINKED FIELDS 
In this section F is a Fed-linked field. We give the analogue of some well- 
known theorems for linked fields and we determine the possible functions PF, 
but we cannot prove that Fed-linked fields exist with those functions flF. 
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6.1. THEOREM 
If F is a formally real field and Cd(F) I 5 then we have that: F is Fed-linked, 
~d(~)~{0,2,4), P&]o], 111, vi, ~~31) and WF)=W~F). 
PROOF. See example 5.3 and 3.1. 
6.2. 
If F is Fed-linked and u”d(F)r 5 then F does not satisfy B, and ud(F) = 
=tid(F)=8. 
PROOF. If Cd(F)? 5 then there exists an anisotropic form q : F’+F, 
q=q+ I -q_ with q+,q_ totally positive, dim q+ 21 and dim q_ rl. 
Denoting det q=dF’, 5.4 (i) proves that q=(d) I (a>((x,y)) for some 
XEZ(F), Q,~EZ(F)U -Z(F). Since (a)qz(ad) I ((x,y)) is anisotropic, we 
have that ((ad, x, y)) is anisotropic, see [IO] I Exercise 12. Now q is totally 
indefinite, and this implies that ((ad, x, y)) is torsion. Hence F is not B, and 
ud(F)> 8. So theorem 5.10 proves that 8 I ud(F)I Cd(F)5 8, and ud(F) = 
=tid(F)=8. 
We now can prove the analogue of [5] theorem 4.7 for Fed-linked fields: 
6.3. 
F is formally real. 
(i) If F is Fed-linked then Cd(F) I 8 and F satisfies B4, 
(ii) F is Fed-linked and F satisfies B, iff tid(F)<4, 
(iii) F is Fed-linked and F satisfies B2 iff Cd(F) I 2, 
(iv) F is Fed-linked and W(F) is torsion-free iff Cd(F) = 0. 
Moreover, if F is Fed-linked then ud(F) = Cd(F) and Cd(F) E { 0,2,4, S} . 
PROOF 
(iii) See [8] 5.1 and 3.1. 
(iv) Follows from 3.1 and from the fact that W,(F) is generated as an ideal by 
the forms (( -w)) with WEZ(F), see [ll] corollary 7.7. 
We give the possible functions /IF for Fed-linked fields with Cd(F) L 6. If F 
is Fed-linked then I(F) 5 Cd(F) I 8. 
6.4. LEMMA 
F is Fed-linked and Jo [ l,/(F) - 11. 
(i) If p&j) odd then j+/3&) # 7, 
(ii) If j + /IF(j) = 7 then j odd and p,&) even. 
(iii) &(2) f 5, &(4) + 3, L%(6) + 1. 
PROOF 
(i) In the notations of the proof of theorem 2.7: if j+fl,(j) = 7 and pF(j) odd 
then q, : Fb-+F and det q, = --P2, so q1 is isotropic. Hence q is isotropic 
and this contradiction proves (i). 
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6.5. THEOREM 
Suppose that F is Fed-linked, l(F) 2 2 and pF( 1) f 4. Then F is a B-field. 
PROOF. u”d(F) I 8 so we have to prove that: pF(l) 24, pF(3) # 2, fiF(2) $ { 1,5}, 
PF(4)#3, pF(6)# 1. if pF(3) =2 then t&f(F)= d(F) = 8, see 6.2, so p(3)2 
z&(4) = 4. Hence pF(3) 22. If pF(2) = 1 then ud(F)12, so 6.1 proves that 
fiF(2)# 1. Finally, apply lemma 6.4. 
6.6. 
If F is Fed-linked and j+/3&)=7 for some j~[1,6] then jE{1,3,5} and 
C(F)r6. 
PROOF. Lemma 6.4 proves that j E { 1,3,5>. Let q : F’+F be totally positive 
and let weZ(F). In the notations of the proof of theorem 2.19(i): QG 
z (a) (( w)) I el for some ~2 E Z(F), el E Fed (F), el : F6-+F with det el = -P2. 
This implies el isotropic, hence el E ( - dw) I e2 for some totally positive 
form e2. So q= (a) (( w)) J_ ,g2. Part (ii) of the proof of 2.19 also applies. 
6.7. 
If F is Fed-linked and I(F) E {4,8} then C(F) =N(F) =1(F). 
PROOF. In the notations of the proof of 2.20 (2): q1 : F2+F or q1 : F6-+F and 
det q1 = -p2, so q1 is isotropic, hence q is isotropic. 
6.8. THEOREM 
If F is Fed-linked and &f(F)? 5 then &E { [4], [l, 4,5], [2,4,6], [2,3,4,5,6], 
V,2,%4,%6,71). 
PROOF. ad(F) 15 implies that M(F) = d(F) = 8, see 6.2. So pF(l) 2pF(4) = 4 
and I(F)z5. If Z(F) =5 then pF= [4], see 3.3. If I(F)>5 then F is a B-field, see 
6.5. If I(F)=6 and fid(F)=ud(F)=8 thenPF=[1,4,5], see 3.4. If I(F)=7 and 
cd(F) = d(F) = 8 then ~~~ { [2,3,4,5,6], [2,4,6]}. If 1(F) = d(F) = 8 then 
C(F)=N(F)=8,~0/&=[1,2,3,4,5,6,7]. 
6.9. COROLLARY 
If F is Fed-linked then f(F) =N(F) and a(F) odd. 
6.10. THEOREM 
F is Fed-linked. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) F satisfies ED, 
(ii) J(F)< 00. If u”(F)< 03 then u”(F)< 14. 
PROOF. See [7] theorems 2.15 and 2.17 for the following results: equivalent 
are the conditions (a) F satisfies ED and Z(F) < w (b) u”(F) < 03; if u”(F) c w then 
ii(F) I 21(F) - 2. 
We now consider linked fields. 
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6.11. 
F is linked. If B,(j) = 8 for some Jo (1,3,5,7) then C(F) =8 and pF= 
=[1,2,3,4,5,6,7]. 
PROOF. Compare the proof of 2.20 (2): q1 : F6--+F and det q1 = -P2 implies 
that q1 is isotropic, so q is isotropic. 
6.12. THEOREM 
If F is formally real and linked then P,E{[O], [l], [2], [1,2,3], [4], [1,4,5], 
1294,619 [1,2,%4%6,711. 
6.13. REMARK 
If F is linked then ii(F)~8, so F satisfies ED, see [12] 2.5. This implies that 
u(F) = #d(F), so [5] theorem 4.7 and 6.3 prove that t&F) =u(F)= ud(F) = 
= cd(F). 
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